‘The rules by which the [postmodern] work has been constructed can be found, if at all,
only ex post facto; at the end
of the act of creation, but also
at the end of reading or examining – since each act of creation is unique and
unprecedented, and refers to
no antecedents except by
citing them, that is, tearing
quotations out of their original
site and thus ruining, instead
of reasserting, their original
meaning’ (Bauman, Postmodernity and its Discontents,
1997, p. 105).
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Art(e)fact

‘…an estimated
one-third of internet users in Australia access porn
sites’ (Mackay,
Advance Australia Where, 2007,
p. 103).
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‘My argument
is that applied grammatology will
be characterized by a
picto-ideophonographic Writing that puts
speech back
in its place
while taking
into account
the entire
scene of writing’ (Ulmer,
1985, p. 157).
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In such a world, all meanings are suggestions. (Bauman, 1997)
‘We are ending the positivist era and
its ideal of a
scientific
education
(grammatology means to
assist and
hasten this
closure) and
with it all
thinking in
terms of
ends, of teleology’
(Ulmer, 1985,
p. 167).

‘Any attempt to set limits to a messy text are attempts at closure’ (Low & Palulis, A
Letter from Derrida, Journal of Curriculum Theorizing, Spring, 2006, p. 50).

The ‘author’ is as intertextual as the text itself. (Snyder, 1998)

Applied
Grammatology: ‘a writing no
longer functioning as a
representation of
speech, in
which the
hierarchy of
thought,
speech, and
writing is
collapsed
[i.e. archewriting]’
(Ulmer,
1985, p. 7).
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Doxa: ‘that subliminal
knowledge, the foundation stone of perception
sunk so deep that it seldom if ever rises to the
threshold of attention;
those thoughts we do not
think about, but with’
(Bauman, Society Under
Siege, 2002, p. 52).

Doxa: ‘Doxa is a term
used by Roland Barthes
to indicate common opinion or convention. As a
petrified formation of a
given society, the doxa
threatens the vitality of
the artist or critic and
must constantly be countered with innovation or
paradox (para-doxa). This
is a never-ending process, however, because
the paradox eventually
becomes conventional
and must itself then be
replaced with another
paradox. Thus, for
Barthes, the theoretical
enterprise is also always
undoing or subverting
itself, challenging its own
doxa’ (Childers & Hentzi,
Dictionary of Modern
Literary & Cultural Criticism, 1995, p. 90).

Episteme: ‘A term introduced by Michel Foucault
(1970). It denotes a historical epoch or, more
narrowly, an intellectual
era, and the prevailing
epistemology (ways of
knowing) and criteria that
characterize and give this
era systematic form’
(Brooker, Glossary of
Cultural Theory, 2003, p.
88).

Doxa
Episteme
Common Sense
Habitus

Habitus: ‘Bourdieu defines habitus as ‘a durable, transportable system
of definitions’ acquired
initially by the young child
in the home as a result of
the conscious and unconscious practices of her/his
family. This comprises the
‘primary habitus’. Subsequently this is transformed into a secondary,
tertiary or further habitus
by the child’s passage
through different social
institutions, principally
schooling’ (Brooker,
2003, p. 118).

‘Messy texts always find ways to leak out—as spillage’ (Low & Palulis, A Letter
from Derrida, Journal of Curriculum Theorizing, Spring, 2006, p. 50).

Textographies = compulsive writings (texting) = logorrhoea-glossolalia
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Text means Tissue (Barthes).

‘The experimenting
artist acts in the
dark, drafting maps
for a territory not
yet certified to exist
and not guaranteed to emerge out
of the map now
drafted’ (Bauman,
Postmodernity and
its Discontents,
1997, p. 109).

Grammatology:
the ‘science of
writing before
speech and in
speech…’ (p. 51).
‘When/where does
writing begin?’ (p.
74). ‘Grammatology is about the
undoing of logocentrism’ and the
origins of writing
(p. 74).

Text: The term
‘text, as I use the
word, is not the
book. No more
than writing or
trace, it is not limited to the paper
which you cover
with your
graphism. It is
precisely for strategic reasons …
that I found it necessary to recast
the concept text by
generalizing it
almost without
limit…’ (Derrida,
‘But, beyond…’,
Critical Inquiry, 13,
1986, p. 167).

(Derrida, Of
Grammatology,
1967/1976)

Derrida: ‘But a meditation upon the trace should undoubtedly teach us that there is
no origin, that is to say simple origin; that the questions of origin carry with them a
metaphysics of presence’ (p. 74).
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‘What might
be the ideal
of an educated person
proposed by
a poststructuralism that
puts in question the very
notion of
truth, in
which the
claims of
truth to objectivity and
neutrality are
exposed as
effects of an
apparatus of
power?’
(Ulmer, 1985,
p. 168).

Ulmer (1985) advocates a
double-banded textuality
that mixes art and science to form a hybrid
discourse and practice
that culminates in an
‘applied grammatology.’
Here, a new type of intellectual art emerges that
simultaneously draws
upon theory, critical combat, and pleasure (drawing here on Barthes) to
revolutionise the grammatological text and classroom.
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“Traditions do not ‘exist’
by themselves and independently of what we
think and do; they are
daily reinvented by our
dedication, our selective
memory and selective
seeing, our behaving ‘as if’
they defined our conduct.
The allegedly ‘primordial’
communities are postulated; and the meaning of
their being ‘real’ is that
many people, in unison,
follow that postulate”
(Bauman, Life in Fragments, 1995, pp. 276277).

Derrida says: “I have
only one language, a
mother tongue as they
say, a mother language, and the language is something one
cannot appropriate, it is
never mine. A language
is structurally the language of the Other”
(Deconstruction Engaged, 2001, p. 89).
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We are all hypertexts –
‘Text means
Tissue; but
whereas hitherto we have
always taken
this tissue as
a product, a
ready-made
veil, behind
which lies,
more or less
hidden, meaning (truth),we
are now emphasizing, in
the tissue, the
generative
idea that the
text is made,
is worked out
in a perpetual
interweaving…’
(Barthes, The
Pleasure of
the Text,
1973/1990, p.
64).

Many poststructuralists
refer to the ‘self’ as the
‘subject’ to emphasise
how the self is ‘subjected’
to the moulding influences of language and
culture (i.e. socialisation).

‘The idea of
truth belongs
to the rhetoric
of power’
(Bauman,
Postmodernity and its
Discontents,
1997, p. 112).
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made up of codes within a centreless network. (Snyder, 1998)
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‘The essential
point of modern social
analyses of
education is
that education is a device of power
and control
whose chief
purpose is to
reproduce
the dominant
values of society and to
legitimize the
authority of
the state (finally, of the
class structure)’ (Ulmer,
1985, p. 169).

“Hypertext
can … link all
allusions and
references in
a text, both
external (‘intertextuality’)
and internal
(‘intratextuality)” (Snyder,
Hypertext,
1998, p. 56).

‘Actually, I believe that post-modernism is not a trend to be chronologically defined,
but, rather, an ideal category—or, better still, a Kunstwollen, a way of operating. We
can say that every period has its own post-modernism, just as every period would
have its own mannerism…’ (Eco, Reflections on ‘The Name of The Rose,’ 1985, p.
16).

‘Please note that
the impossibility
of getting ‘outside our beliefs
and language’ is
here taken for
granted…’
(Bauman, Postmodernity and
its Discontents,
1997, p. 117).
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